
 

         

SPIDA® SOFTWARE LAUNCHES THE SPIDA SOFTWARE ACADEMY  

A online learning platform for self-guided training from SPIDA Software 

Gahanna, OH, January 11th, 2020 – SPIDA Software, the trusted Structure Management Solution provider for 

utilities, telecommunication companies, and contractors, announces the launch of the SPIDA Software Academy - 

a new approach to online learning.  

Across the industry, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way organizations share knowledge and 

information. While traditional face-to-face interactions have dwindled, the need for online access to resources has 

never been more important. While SPIDA Software is known for its user-friendly solutions, successful adoption of 

any technology starts with user education.  

In response to these challenging times, SPIDA has introduced an innovative way for users to dive deeper into 

SPIDA’s suite of product offerings through self-guided online courses.  The SPIDA Software Academy educates 

users through step-by-step instruction and video-led examples. Users can complete courses at their own pace 

through hands-on exercises and quiz their knowledge upon completing a course. Additional add-ons such as live 

instructor-led office hours or final exams can be included by request for an additional cost.     

The online platform provides access to training courses such as: 

• SPIDAcalc Basic Functionality 

o Getting Started with SPIDAcalc 

o Navigating the Interface 

o Working with Assemblies 

o Connectivity 

• SPIDAcalc Extended Functionality 

o Designing a Complex Project 

o Leveraging a CSV Import for Project Creation 

o Using Pole Images and Photo Tools 

o Make-Ready Design and Comparison Tools 

• SPIDAsilk Use Cases  

o Getting Started with SPIDAsilk 

o Generating Stringing Reports 

o Modeling in-line Span Equipment 

• Coming Soon 

o Troubleshooting Failing Pole Designs 

o Clearance Analysis 

o Pole Damage and Decay 

“The launch of the SPIDA Software Academy is a testament of SPIDA’s commitment to our clients. Providing our 

users with the resources and tools they need to succeed is our top priority”, said Alyssa Rose, Implementation 

Lead at SPIDA Software. “Training is an integral part of our user’s success, so we’re excited to introduce the 

academy at a time when working remotely has become the new normal”. 

New courses will be added in the upcoming weeks. Request a no-obligation SPIDA Software Academy quote here, 

or sign up for updates on new courses as they become available here.   

https://www.spidasoftware.com/training/request/
https://gs357.infusionsoft.com/app/form/join-spida-mailing-list


 

         

About SPIDA Software  

Serving the electric and telecommunication industries since 2007, SPIDA Software’s cost-effective Structure 

Management System is a unique platform developed to create a digital twin of utility overhead systems and a 

centralized portal for the coordination of activities including joint use and engineering. SPIDA is helping our 

customers reduce risk, cost, and timelines as they build the electric grid and broadband networks of tomorrow. 
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